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Everything you need to know

An IUL Life insurance solution that can provide a route to cash value 
accumulation and tax-free income potential. 
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QoL Max Accumulator+ Playbook

FOR YOUR CLIENTS FOR YOU SALES TOOLS BUILT FOR SPEED
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Everything you need to know

For your clients...

Highlights:
• No cost rider
• Increases policy’s funds available to access by policy owner
• Helps beneficiaries manage ongoing expenses

Details 
• Optional rider converts a portion or all of the life insurance benefit for beneficiaries 

to a predefined guaranteed set of annual payments
• Minimum percentage of life insurance benefit available to convert is 10% (up to 100%) 
• Once selected at issue, the installment payment period is irrevocable for the beneficiary

• May lower the policy’s cost of insurance charges, which may enable cash value to 
accumulate faster
• Income or withdrawal amounts may increase by 2-5% on average compared to what it 

would be without the rider using current assumptions

• Schedule of life insurance benefit payments will be determined at issue
• You can choose payment durations for beneficiaries of 10, 20, and 30 years 
• The life insurance benefit payment period selected must be within the timeframe you would 

have turned 95 (if you were still living).1 
• Benefit schedule will be based on the initial face amount of the policy

• Life insurance benefit payments will increase annually at a rate set at issue
• Installment payments to beneficiaries are increased annually by an interest rate that is set at 

the time the life insurance policy is issued.

The primary reason to buy life insurance is to provide a tax-fee death benefit to loved ones.  The Select Income rider is a powerful 
feature that can give you more options than just a lump-sum life insurance benefit payment to your beneficiaries. This 
ability to tailor your Max Accumulator+ policy can provide you with valuable flexibility and added benefits.

You may select this optional rider which allows you  to convert a portion or all of the life insurance benefit payments to installments 
over time in place of a single payment.  In addition, your policy’s cash value may be increased, which results in more funds 
available to access or more income available to you. This is because the costs of insurance (COIs) may be reduced on the base 
policy, allowing less charges and greater account value for accumulation.  At our current assumptions, with the Select Income rider 
and the additional growth of the cash value, the policy’s withdrawal amount may increase by 2-5% on average and in 
some scenarios by more than 7% compared to what the values would be without the rider.

QoL
Select Income Rider

QoL Max Accumulator+  
Index Universal Life Insurance

For more information:

1 For example, if you are 70 years old at time of purchase, you can select a 20 year life insurance benefit payment option 
because you would have only been 90 years old for the payments to complete. You could not select a 30 yr period 
because you would have been older than 95 for that payout to complete.

To learn more, see your 
AIG representative and visit 
QualityofLifeInsurance.com

Name

Email

Phone Number

 No, thanks to a recent change in accelerated benefit 
regulations; which allowed the permanency requirement to 
be removed from chronic illness riders, AAS benefits can be 
accessed so long as a licensed healthcare practitioner 
certifies that the insured has met one of the following  
criteria for at least 90 consecutive days:

• Unable to perform 2 out of 6 Activities of Daily Living; 
bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring, continence  
and eating.

• Diagnosed with a qualifying cognitive impairment  
(such as Alzheimer’s Disease)

Does that mean that an injury resulting from an 
accident that is not “life-long” would be covered 
under this rider?

Yes! Even if a chronic illness resulted from an accidental 
injury, so long as all of the rider eligibility requirements are 
met (i.e. satisfies definition of chronically ill and satisfies  
90 day elimination period, etc.), you can receive the  
AAS rider benefit.

2. What are some of the key features that differentiate the AAS chronic illness rider,  
from a traditional long-term care rider?

1. Does a chronic illness need to be permanent in order to access the  
Accelerated Access Solution® (AAS) benefit?

FEATURE AAS Chronic Illness Rider Traditional Long-term Care Riders
Diagnosis Severe cognitive impairment or unable to perform 2+ ADLs 

as diagnosed by a licensed healthcare practitioner
Severe cognitive impairment or unable to perform 2+ 
ADLs as diagnosed by a carrier-designated examiner 

Duration At least 90 consecutive days
(Permanency NO longer required)

At least 90 days

Benefit Payment Types Indemnity – full monthly benefit paid to insured every 
month they qualify

Reimbursement (receipt required) or Indemnity

Benefit Types Face amount acceleration Face amount acceleration and/or LTC 

Benefit Payment Options Tax favored if meet IRS per diem requirements  
(Current maximum of $340 per day for 2016)

Tax favored if meet IRS per diem requirements and 
amounts above IRS limits are also not taxable if 
reimbursement or proof is provided of expenses being 
related to the condition  
(Current maximum of $340 per day for 2016)

Claims Waives both base policy and rider charges while on an 
AAS claim, with no short-term claims catch up provision

Carrier predetermined limit for reimbursement riders

Care Coordination Services Choice of care is up to the insured,  
Care Coordination Program available at  
no additional cost and participation is optional

Some form of care coordination assistance  
is provided by most carriers; costs vary

Policy Premiums Paid by Owner Fixed number of years Lifetime

Policy Cash Values Potentially builds cash value every year until  
you surrender

Potentially builds cash value every year until  
you surrender

Benefit amount if  
NO chronic illness incurred

The entire face amount of your base policy,  
i.e. your original life insurance benefit amount

The entire face amount of your base policy,  
i.e. your original life insurance benefit amount

For this brochure to be complete for California residents, they must be provided the  
“California Resident Supplemental Information” flyer on the Accelerated Access Solution (AGLC110145).

Policies issued by American General Life Insurance Company

AGLC109733 REV0816
108783
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Accelerated Access Solution®

Chronic Illness Protection Rider

Frequently Asked Questions

Accelerated Access Solution® Rider
Chronic Illness Accelerated Death Benefit Rider

California Resident Supplemental Information
The Accelerated Access Solution (AAS) is an optional living benefit rider that is available on the  
QoL Max Accumulator+ insurance policies issued by American General Life Insurance Company  
in the state of California:

The Accelerated Access Solution is a life insurance rider that accelerates a portion of a policy’s death 
benefit when an insured meets the health impairment criteria set forth in the rider.1 Control over how 
money is spent is up to the policy holder; there are no receipts required and no restrictions on what 
the money is used for once the policy owner has been certified as eligible to receive AAS benefits. 
Benefits are paid directly to the policyholder for as long as the criteria are met, or until the AAS benefit 
amount is exhausted, whichever occurs first. Acceleration of death benefits and payments under such an 
accelerated death benefit will reduce the death benefit of the policy and reduce other policy values as 
well, potentially to zero. If the entirety of the insurance amount is accelerated, the policy terminates.

Payout Options
Multiple benefit payment options are available with two options for monthly disbursement at the time  
of purchase:

• 2% of AAS benefit, or the applicable maximum monthly amount if less

• 4% of AAS benefit, or the applicable maximum monthly amount if less

The maximum monthly amount is $10,000 increased annually by 4% until the time of claim.

• Alternatively, you have the option at the time of claim to receive the accelerated benefit in a lump 
sum payment in lieu of the benefits payable under the monthly payment option you selected. Such 
lump sum benefit will be subject to an actuarial discount that is determined by the company at the 
time you become eligible for benefits under the rider.2

Benefit Payment
Once the insured meets the health impairment criteria and benefits have been approved for 
payment, they may select their disbursement. There is a maximum benefit payable under the monthly 
disbursement option that we’ll notify the insured of at their time of claim. The insured may also select a 
smaller amount than the maximum monthly benefit. A lump sum option is available as well; which can 
be substituted for monthly benefits.

Tax Implications
There are no restrictions or limitations on the use of the accelerated death benefit proceeds under the 
Chronic Illness Accelerated Death Benefit Rider. The accelerated benefits payable under this rider are 
generally intended for favorable tax treatment under Section 101(g) of the Internal Revenue Code. There 
may be tax consequences in some situation in accepting an accelerated benefit payment amount, such 
as where payments exceed the per diem limitation under the Internal Revenue Code. You should consult 
your personal tax advisor to assess the impact of this Benefit prior to accepting the Benefit.

AGLC110145 REV0816
108783
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QoL
With the Income for Life rider, your cash values can be used to produce a 
guaranteed stream of payments to the policy owner with optional annual 
adjustments to help offset cost of living increases. There is no additional cost to add 
this rider to the policy, only a one-time charge deducted from the account value 
when you choose to activate the feature and receive annual payments.

The Income for Life rider is a innovative feature that offers guaranteed income  
when there is cash value in the policy. The ability to lock in a guaranteed income 
stream may be very attractive for those in retirement or nearing retirement.  

After activating this feature, the guaranteed income stream will never decrease—
even in the face of declining values elsewhere—and the policy will retain a life 
insurance benefit, a feature other guaranteed income instruments may not provide.  
Plus with a built-in “step-up” feature, the income amount may increase if the index 
interest credit is sufficient. On each policy anniversary, the step-up feature will 
increase the guaranteed income amount if the policy’s performance exceeds a 
target level set in the rider.

A trade-off in activating the Income for Life rider is that the guaranteed income 
amount may be less than the policy values that might have been produced long-
term, but that potential growth in policy values is not guaranteed. The choice of 
whether or not to activate this feature is up to the policy owner.

How does a guaranteed stream of lifetime income with 
optional cost-of-living increases sound?
The stream of lifetime income is guaranteed to the policy owner until the first of one of the following 
two events occurs: 1) the insured reaches age 121 or, 2) the insured passes away. This feature is 
available through the Income for Life rider on QoL Max Accumulator+ policies.

Income for Life Rider

QoL Max Accumulator+  
Index Universal Life Insurance

AGLC109713 REV0816

Highlights:
• Converts cash value into  

a guaranteed stream of  
income

• Optional annual  
adjustments to help offset  
cost of living increases 

• Annual step-up feature for 
potentially higher income

• Included in the policy 
automatically if you elect 
Guideline Premium Death 
Benefit Compliance Test1

• One-time charge; if frequency is 
other than annual, an additional 
annual fee is assessed.

1 This rider not available in all states and state 
 variations may apply.Guarantees are based upon the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company. Policies issued by American General Life Insurance Company (AGL) 

member American International Group, Inc. (AIG)

AGLC109711 REV0816
108783

QoL Max Accumulator+
Index Universal Life Insurance 

STABILITY

ACCESS

GROWTH

PROTECTION

Help accumulate tax-deferred funds 

Help protect against losses due to market volatility

Leverage multiple options for tax-free income

Help provide security for beneficiaries 

  

Dynamically Blending Equity and Fixed Income  
Indices to Help Stabilize Returns 

ML Strategic Balanced Index®

I5461CN3.3 (02/17)

Consumer Guide ML Strategic Index Brochure Select Income Rider Flyer Income for Life Rider Flyer

Accelerated Access  
Solution (AAS) FAQs

AAS Consumer Supplement  
- CA only

QoL Consumer Website

BACK 2

FOR YOUR CLIENTS FOR YOU SALES TOOLS BUILT FOR SPEED

QoL Max Accumulator+ Playbook

https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/271148_AGLC109711_QoL_Max_Accumulator_Consumer_Guide.pdf
https://estationsecureho.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/CommonFiles/AGLC108222MLStrategicBalancedIndex_FINAL_WEB.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109712_QoL__Select_income_Rider_Flyer__Fillable.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109713_IQoLIncomeforLifeRiderFlyer__Fillable.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109733_QoL_AAS_FAQs_FINAL.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109733_QoL_AAS_FAQs_FINAL.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AG/AGLC110145_QoL_AAS_CA_Resident_Supplemental_Information_Flyer.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AG/AGLC110145_QoL_AAS_CA_Resident_Supplemental_Information_Flyer.pdf
https://www-160.aig.com/life/qol/home
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Everything you need to know

For you...

Producer Guide QoL IUL Comparison

Sequence of Returns  
Sales Concept

Accelerated Access  
Solution(AAS) Highlights

AAS top reasons to sell

IUL presentation SelectChoice II ABRs & AAS presentation

QoL Training Playbook Field  
Underwriting Guide

Foreign Nat’l Guidelines

Competitive FlyerInterest Rate Flyer

Features QoL Max Accumulator+ QoL Index Plus II

Index Strategies 4 index strategies1

• Blend Par Rate (100% par)
     − Volatility control index
     − ML Strategic Balance Index2

     − 1 year point to point
     − 0.65% Account Value Enhancement (AVE)
     − ML Strategic Balance Index is proprietary to AIG 
• Par Account (65% par)
     − S&P 5002

     − 1 year point to point
     − 0.45% AVE
• High Cap Rate (13.50% cap)
     − S&P 5002

     − 1 year point to point
     − 0.25% AVE
• Core Cap Rate (10% cap)
     − S&P 5002

     − 1 year point to point
     − 0.75% AVE
•  All index strategies have a non-guaranteed account 

value enhancement that begins in policy year 6.  Each 
strategy has a guaranteed AVE of 0.25%.

2 Index Strategies1

• Cap account (11% cap)
     − S&P 5002

     − 1 year point to point

• Par account (70% par)
     − S&P 5002

     − 1 year point to point

Policy Loans • Standard (Fixed)
     − 1% net rate
• Preferred (Fixed)
     − 0% net rate
     − Available in policy years 11+
• Participating
     − 5% at issue
     − Declared monthly between 4-8%
     − Participates in index gains, if any

• Standard (Fixed)
     − 6% net rate
• Preferred (Fixed)
     − 0% net rate
     − Available in policy years 11+
• Choice (Participating)
     − 6% fixed for the life of the contract
     − Participates in index gains, if there are any

Competitiveness •  Most competitive between ages 35-55 with select 
industry peers

• Generally in top 1, 2, or 3 in those cells

•  Generally, not near the top in terms of maximum 
cash accumulation or supplemental income with 
select industry peers

QoL
IUL Product Comparison

QoL Max Accumulator+
Index Universal Life Insurance 

Sequence of Returns Matters
There are many benefits of owning a permanent  life insurance policy. First and foremost is the life insurance death 
benefit protection. Additionally  one of the many benefits that can be utilized  along the way, if necessary, is 
access to the  policy’s accumulation value for the benefit  of the policy owner while living. For instance, 
accumulation value can be used as a supplement during the policy owner’s retirement years. 

Let’s look at one possible application.
Investment returns are variable and unpredictable. The order of returns has an impact on how long a portfolio will 
last if the portfolio is in the distribution stage and if a fixed amount is being withdrawn from the portfolio. Negative 
returns in the first few years of retirement can significantly add to the possibility of portfolio ruin.

Policies issued by American General Life Insurance Company and The United States Life Insurance Company 
in the City of New York, member companies of American International Group, Inc. (AIG)

QoL
SEQUENCE OF RETURNS

Cash Access via Policy Loans

Life insurance with cash value accumulation potential and living benefit

QoL Max Accumulator+ 

Key attractive features include:
• Built-in Accelerated Benefit Riders covering Chronic, Critical and Terminal illness

• Competitive cash value accumulation and income distribution potential 
particularly for issue ages 35 to 55 with attractive targets

• An uncapped Blended Index Participation account using a proprietary volatility 
control index that can help stabilize returns through dynamically adjusting 
exposure among equities, fixed income and cash

• Three other index account options with different caps and participation rates  
that can help address diverse client market outlooks and risk profiles

• Downside protection of a guaranteed floor on index accounts plus an  
Account Value Enhancement starting from year 6

• Fixed and Participating loan options to access cash values in the policy

• Possibly even greater cash value and income with the optional  
Select Income Rider (SIR) that provides cost of insurance discounts  
through installment death benefit payout options

• Option to add the Accelerated Access Solution® (AAS), a chronic illness rider 
that pays death benefit dollar-for-dollar for qualified conditions

• Option to exercise Income For Life Rider to produce a guaranteed stream of 
payments with optional annual adjustments to help offset cost of living increases

See how QoL Max Accumulator+ compares to competitors’ IULs
Male, 35, Preferred, $5,000 Annual Premium Pay to Age 65, Minimum Non-MEC Death Benefit 
Increasing death benefit switching to level at age 65; $5,000 annual premium to age 65; 20-year distributions starting at age 66; withdrawals then fixed loans targeting  
$10,000 cash value at age 100; Max Illustrated Rate 

Product Income Target Initial Death 
Benefit

Cash Value  
Age 65

American General Life QoL Max Accumulator+  
with Blended Index Participation Account and SIR1 $47,049 $1,693 $152,407 $196,125

American General Life QoL Max Accumulator+  
with Blended Index Participation Account $45,509 $1,693 $152,407 $193,817

North American Builder IUL 7 $45,095 $1,532 $147,339 $206,744

Lincoln LifeReserve® IUL Accumulator 2014 $41,430 $1,877 $148,936 $193,087

Minnesota Life Eclipse Index Life $40,860 $1,650 $156,819 $194,530

Global Atlantic Lifetime Builder $39,107 $1,745 $165,086 $264,982

Voya IUL-Global Choice $37,859 $1,751 $158,000 $180,993

Life Insurance of the Southwest FlexLife $36,949 $1,754 $170,084 $183,553

American National Signature IUL $34,916 $2,580 $250,001 $178,926

Transamerica TransNavigator® IUL $28,330 $1,720 $165,000 $155,747

Policy Issued by American General Life Insurance Company.
FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION. Page 1 of 2

QoL Max Accumulator+ is 
a cash value accumulation 
focused Index Universal 
Life (IUL) insurance 
product with features and 
innovative riders for your 
clients to maximize and 
access cash value,  
possibly tax-free. 

It also comes with no cost 
living benefits riders that 
can help your clients cover 
expenses for chronic,  
critical and terminal illnesses

 Accelerated Access Solution® 
 Additional Living Benefit Rider for Chronic Illnesses

Base Life  
Insurance Policy

Max Accumulator+ and QoL Guarantee Plus GUL II; AAS must be purchased at time of base policy

Issue Ages 18-80

Ideal Client2 Consumers who:
• know they need life insurance to protect themselves and their families 
• have experienced a recent health care event with a family member or friend and realize how  

expensive it can be
• understand they need an additional financial safety net in the event of an unexpected chronic illness
• are in good health but want options in the event their health deteriorates later in life

Consumer Benefits • Multiple benefit payment options—three options available for monthly benefit payments: 
– The IRS maximum per diem amount in effect at the time claim begins — 2016 per diem rate is $340/day
– 2% of AAS benefit per month 
– 4% of AAS benefit per month

• Unique benefit payment option—IRS maximum per diem amount at time claim begins – providing  
a form of inflation protection for the policy owner’s benefit3

• Waiver of monthly deduction—policy payments stop (including base policy + all riders)  
while eligible for benefits

• Flexible option with total benefit amount—select any amount between 50% -100% of the  
base policy death benefit amount 

• Care coordination services available—variety of optional and free support services available to the insured at 
time of claim 

• No receipts required—benefits paid irrespective of actual costs incurred
• Dollar-for-dollar death benefits payout —know the benefit to be received at the time of rider purchase - no 

discount applied at time of claim4

• Not a “use or lose it” policy—benefits are paid no matter what…either when the chronic illness requirement is met 
or via death benefits

• Control over how money is spent—up to the policy holder how the funds are used, not restricted  
via the policy 

• Benefits increase if death benefits grow—AAS lifetime benefit amounts are locked in at the time  
of initial claim. If policy death benefit increases as the cash value in the policy grows, AAS benefit  
can be potentially higher than the initial death benefit4

Rider Application Accelerated Access Solution chronic illness rider application submitted for underwriting approval  
at time of the base policy application.

The Accelerated Access Solution® (AAS) is a life insurance rider that accelerates a portion of a policy’s death benefit when an insured meets the health 
impairment criteria.1 Monthly payouts are made for as long as the criteria is met, or until the AAS® benefit amount is exhausted, whichever occurs first. 

The AAS is available on QoL Max Accumulator+ and QoL Guarantee Plus GUL II® policies. AAS is available as an individual addition or in 
combination with the CustomerChoice Lifestyle Income Solution® rider on some products.

The AAS rider allows income-tax-free access to death benefits if diagnosed with a chronic illness.

California residents must be provided the “California Resident Supplemental Information” flyer on the Accelerated Access Solution (AGLC110145).

Policies issued by American General Life Insurance Company, member of American International Group, Inc. (AIG)

FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY - NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

1.  Additional paid Chronic Illness accelerated death benefit rider 
available on new QoL products—Accelerate up to 100% of accelerated 
death benefit rider, up to $3,000,000, in the event of a qualifying chronic illness.

2.  No permanency requirement—A “chronic” condition does not need be 
considered “life-long” in order to be eligible

3. No additional licensing required—Long-term care certification NOT required 

4. Multiple benefit payment options—Three options available for monthly 
benefit payments: 
• IRS maximum per diem (potentially fastest payout option)
• 2% of AAS benefit per month
• 4% of the AAS benefit per month

5. Unique benefit payment option—IRS maximum per diem amount at time 
claim begins – providing a form of inflation protection for the policy owner’s benefit1

6. Waiver of monthly deduction—Policy deductions stop (including base 
policy + all riders) while eligible for benefits

7. Flexible option with total benefit amount—Select any amount between 
50% -100% of the base policy death benefit amount 

8. Care coordination services available—Variety of optional and free 
support services available to the insured at time of claim

9. No receipts required—Benefits paid irrespective of actual costs incurred

10. Dollar-for-dollar death benefits payout—Know the benefit to be 
received at the time of rider purchase - no discount applied at time of claim2

11. Control over how money is spent—Up to the policy holder how the funds 
are used, not restricted via the policy

12. Benefits increase if death benefits grow—AAS lifetime benefit amounts 
are locked in at the time of initial claim. If policy death benefit increases as the 
cash value in the policy grows, AAS benefit can be potentially higher than the 
initial death benefit.2

13. Competitively priced—Ideal solution for clients 45-65 years old

14. Attractive compensation—Same level as base life policy

15. Available on multiple products— QoL Max Accumulator+ and QoL 
Guarantee Plus GUL II® policies

Policies issued by American General Life Insurance Company, member of American International Group, Inc. (AIG)

California residents must be provided with the “California Resident Supplemental Information” flyer on the Accelerated Access Solution (AGLC110145). 
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91%

73%

80%

Did you 
know?

$220K

About 91% of older adults have  
at least one chronic condition,  
and 73% have at least two.3

73% of respondents to a recent 
survey say serious health 
problems are their major  
worry about living to 100.7

4 of 5 people (80%) live in 
private homes where about  
80% of the care is provided by 
family and friends.4,5

Total Out-of-Pocket medical 
expenses for an average 65 
year old couple retiring today is 
$220,000.4

Medicare and most health insurance 
plans will NOT pay for long-term 
care and support services.7 

Accelerated Access Solution®  (AAS)
Chronic Illness Living Benefit Rider

Top Reasons to Sell AAS® 

Policies issued by American General Life Insurance Company (AGL) 
member American International Group, Inc. (AIG)

AGLC109710 REV0816
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QoL Max Accumulator+
Index Universal Life Insurance 

FINANCIAL PROFESSIONALS’ GUIDE

STABILITY

ACCESS

GROWTH

PROTECTION

Help accumulate tax-deferred funds 

Help protect against losses due to market volatility

Leverage multiple options for tax-free income

Help provide security for beneficiaries 
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1.  GENERAL REQUIREMENTS     

A. Applicability.
• These guidelines are intended to support the submission of individual life 

insurance applications and should not be used for other products (annuities, 
specifically, are not to be assessed using these guidelines).

B. Solicitation.
• All solicitation and all related aspects of the sale from the initial contact  

forward (including policy delivery) must take place within the U.S.
• No marketing materials or illustrations should be provided, delivered  

or e-mailed outside of the U.S.

C. Application, Medical Examinations and Policy Delivery.
• All application sections and all medical examinations must be completed  

in the U.S. (Copies of exams done outside the U.S. for another company may 
be used along with an American General Life Insurance Company (AGL) 
Part B completed in a state where the producer is licensed).

• Medical exams performed at a U.S. embassy outside of the U.S. or on  
a vessel outside of foreign country territorial limits (international waters)  
will not be accepted.

• The policy must be delivered in the U.S. in accordance with delivery 
requirements of the state of issue. For a non-resident alien residing outside  
the US, the state of issue and delivery will be the state where the real property 
used to establish the Substantial Contacts (as defined below) is located or the 
other applied Substantial Contacts occurs.

D. Premium Payments.
• The initial premium and all subsequent premium payments must be drawn  

on a bank account in the U.S.
• All premium payments must be in full compliance with Company Office of  

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) and Anti-money Laundering (AML) procedures.

E. Post-Issue Policy Communications.
• All post-issue communications regarding the policy, including premium 

notices, must be mailed to an address of record within the U.S.
• Post Office Boxes are not acceptable.

Important Notes:

• For quoting purposes only. Quotes are 
not considered bound: our final 
decision at time of underwriting review 
may change if/when world conditions 
change. Each case will be individually 
underwritten and assessed.

• Country list and/or ratings will change 
quickly as world conditions change, 
and this publication may not reflect 
sudden changes in the world situation.

• Citizens of a U.S. territory are covered 
under our reinsurance treaty and will  
be handled as U.S. citizens.

• Individuals residing in countries or 
jurisdictions under a current  
U.S. State Department Travel Warning 
will be Individually Considered (IC)  
and may be declined.

• We cannot write residents or citizens of: 
Balkans, Belarus, Burma, Cote d’Ivoire, 
Cuba, Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya,  
North Korea, Somalia, Sudan, Syria  
and Zimbabwe. 

Guidelines for Sales to Foreign Nationals
For use by AIG Partners Group, AIG Partners Group Career Select and AIG Financial Network. 
(Applicants other than US Citizens or Permanent Residents/Green Card Holders)

November 30, 2016
Replaces version dated July 20, 2016

The APPROVED COUNTRY  
list appears on page 4  

of this guide.

QoL Max Accumulator+ (Policy Form ICC15-15646 and 15646) Interest Rate*

2.90%

2.00%

Participation Rate 100.00%

Illustrated Rate 7.40%

Account Value Enhancement** 0.65%

Minimum Guaranteed Floor 0.00%

Participation Rate 60.00%

Illustrated Rate 6.82%

Account Value Enhancement** 0.45%

Minimum Guaranteed Floor 0.00%

Cap Rate 13.00%

Illustrated Rate 7.31%

Account Value Enhancement** 0.25%

Minimum Guaranteed Floor 0.00%

Cap Rate 10.00%

Illustrated Rate 6.13%

Account Value Enhancement** 0.75%

Minimum Guaranteed Floor 0.25%

QoL Index Plus II (Policy Form ICC14-14888 and 14888) Interest Rate*

3.25%

2.00%

10%
6.41%
0.25%

70%
6.41%
0.25%

Continued >>>
FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY. NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION.

UL Interest Rates as of February 27, 2017

Index Interest Universal Life

Declared Interest Account
Minimum Guaranteed Floor

Blend Participation Rate Index Strategy

Participation Rate Index Strategy

High Cap Rate Index Strategy

Core Cap Rate Index Strategy

1-Year Cap Rate Index Account

Participation Rate Index Account

Declared Interest Account
Minimum Guaranteed Floor

Cap Rate
Illustrated Rate
Minimum Guaranteed Floor

Participation Rate
Illustrated Rate
Minimum Guaranteed Floor

Policies issued by: American General Life Insurance Company (AGL) and  
The United States Life Insurance Company in the City of New York (US Life)

FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY-  
NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION

Age and Amount Requirements
Preferred Class Criteria
Financial and Nonmedical Guidelines
Medical Impairment Guide

LIFE INSURANCE
Field 
Underwriting 
Guide
MARCH 24, 2017
Replaces the version dated  
January 30, 2017 

• Click on the links for easy access to AIG’s Life Insurers Product/Sales Presentations and Archived Webinars
• Save www.aig.com/qoltrainingplaybook to your favorites to ensure the latest version of the playbook

QoL Training Playbook
Products and sales training at your fingertips and on your schedule

PowerPoint Presentations  ____________________________________________________

QoL Product Material  ______________________________________________________

Advanced Markets  ________________________________________________________

u Life Insurance Retirement Plan (LIRP)
u Understanding Indexed Universal Life
u QoL Flex Term & Flex Term Advantage
u QoL Guarantee Plus GUL II
u QoL Guarantee Plus GUL II Competition

u QoL Max Accumulator+
u QoL Performer Plus
u QoL SelectChoice II ABRs &  

Accelerated Access Solution Rider

u QoL SelectChoice II ABRs & Accelerated 
Access Solution Rider (Consumer)

u Common Application
u SITES (Simplified Issue  

Term Exchange Special)

u	AAS Product Highlights
u	Income for Life Rider
u	ML Strategic Balanced Index
u	QoL Max Accumulator+  

Producer Guide

u	QoL Guarantee Plus GUL II  
Product Highlights

u	QoL Flex Term Product Highlights
u	QoL Flex Term Advantage  

Product Highlights 

u	QoL Flex Term Advantage Product 
Highlights—CA Only

u	QoL Performer Plus Product Highlights
u	QoL Life Interest Rates
u	QoL SelectChoice II
u	Select Income Rider

u	Partners Group InsMark Playbook
u	Advanced Markets Portal 

u	Career Select InsMark Playbook
u	Foreign National Playbook

u	Financial Network InsMark Playbook

Archived Brainsharks  ______________________________________________________

Sales Ideas  ______________________________________________________________

u	Accelerated Access Solution (AAS)
u	Income for Life Rider
u	Understanding Index Strategies
u	QoL Guarantee Plus GUL II

u	QoL Max Accumulator+
u	Select Income Rider
u	SelectChoice II Accelerated Benefits
u	Understanding Policy Loans

u	Understanding Indexed Universal Life
u	QoL Flex Term
u	QoL Flex Term Advantage

Archived Webinars  ________________________________________________________
u	Understanding Indexed Universal  

Life Insurance
u	QoL SelectChoice II ABRs &  

Accelerated Access Solution Rider

u	QoL Max Accumulator+
u	QoL Guarantee Plus GUL II
u	InsMark
u	Common Application

u	SITES (Simplified Issue Term  
Exchange Special)

u	QoL Flex Term &  
QoL Flex Term Advantage

u	2 Policies are Better Than 1 
u	Sequence of Returns
u	Tax Diversification of Retirement Assets

u	Competitor Comparison for QoL Flex Term
u	Off Year Competitor Comparison for  

QoL Flex Term

u	ABR Competitor Comparison for  
QoL Flex Term

u	Why aren’t you selling our IUL?

u	 www.aig.com/qollifetothemax

u	 www.aig.com/pgwebinars

QoL Life to the Max Sales Tool  _______________________________________________

Weekly Webinar Training ___________________________________________________

AIG Partners Group is a sales and distribution unit of American General Life Insurance Company (AGL) and is a member of American International Group, Inc. (AIG). The issuing insurance company is responsible for financial obligations 
of insurance products Guarantees are backed by the claims-paying ability of AGL. 

AGLC109552 REV1216 © 2016 AIG. All rights reserved. FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY - NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION.

Got questions? Contact Trevor Keeble, Director of Product Training at trevor.keeble@aig.com

PLEASE NOTE: INTERNET ACCESS IS REQUIRED TO OPEN LINKS.

BACK 3

FOR YOUR CLIENTS FOR YOU SALES TOOLS BUILT FOR SPEED

QoL Max Accumulator+ Playbook

https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLMaxAccumulator/AGLC109710_QoL_Max_Accumulator_Producer_Guide.pdf
https://estationsecureho.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/109843__QoL_IUL_Comparison_FinalWeb.pdf
https://estationsecureho.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109999_MaxAcc_Sequence_salesconcept_FINAL.pdf
https://estationsecureho.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109999_MaxAcc_Sequence_salesconcept_FINAL.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109731_QoL_AAS_Product_Highllights_FinalWeb_Producer.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109731_QoL_AAS_Product_Highllights_FinalWeb_Producer.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109732_QoL_AAS_Top_Reasons_To_Sell_FinalWeb_Producer.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/QoL_Max_Accumulator.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/QoL_SelectChoice_II_ABRs.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AG/qoltraningplaybook.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLC101638.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLC101638.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/CommonFiles/Underwriter/AGLC108891_FN_Visa_Holders___Foreign_Nationals.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLMaxAccumulator/AGLC109870_QoL_Max_Accum_Competitive_Flyer.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AG/Interest_Flyer_QoL_109095.pdf
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Everything you need to know

Sales tools

Online tools, videos & flyers Infographics

QoL Life to the Max Tool

Road to Retirement Video Tax Diversification Video

Tax Diversification Flyer

Long-term illness statistics  
Fillable flyer

Will you have enough money for 
retirement? Fillable flyer

QoL
WHEN IS ASSET GROWTH TAXED?

TAXED NOW TAXED LATER TAXED NEVER

CDs and Money Markets 401(k)/403(b) Accounts Roth IRAs

Mutual Funds Traditional IRAs Cash Value Life Insurance2

Savings Accounts

Tax considerations of retirement assets1

Background
Many people understand the benefits of diversifying investments 
among asset classes to help manage the risk and return of a 
retirement plan. But diversification can also be used to help manage 
the tax treatment of retirement assets—resulting in the potential for 
higher net income during retirement years. 

Taxable 
Assets

401(k)/
Traditional 

IRAs
Roth IRAs

Cash  
Value Life  
Insurance2

Tax-Deductible Contributions l

IRS Does Not Limit Contributions  
Due to Income l l

Tax-Deferred Growth l l l

No Penalty for Early Withdrawals l l

Tax-Free Distributions l l

No Required Minimum  
Distributions at 70½ l l l

Will Not Increase Social Security  
Taxation or Medicare Premiums l l

Includes Income Tax-Free  
Survivor Benefit l

Feature comparison of various assets1

1 The descriptions and features of the various assets in these tables are for general information purposes and address the most typical circumstances. There are many regulations 
governing the taxation and operation of all assets mentioned and you should seek the advice of a tax professional before making any changes to your current or future retirement 
plans, accounts or assets.

2 Cash value life insurance policies are subject to Modified Endowment Contract rules that discourage overfunding based on face amount, insured’s age and other factors. Cash 
value life insurance also contains additional mortality charges that will increase the expense of this product. Also, distributions in excess of total premiums paid are taxable unless 
taken as loans (which are subject to interest charges). Consult a policy illustration for more information.

For more information:

For more information, go to 
Qualityoflifeinsurance.com  
and visit with your  
AIG representative.

Tax Diversification of Retirement Assets

Your Financial Future: 
How Will You Pay For Long-Term Illness Care?
Life insurance chronic illness riders can help reduce the unexpected financial strain due to a 
chronic illness by providing access to cash while LIVING.

WILL IT HAPPEN TO YOU?

WHERE WILL CARE COME FROM?

who are age 65 
will need chronic illness 

care later in life.1

8 out of 10 people who need long-term care 

By 2050 the number of 
available family and 
friend caregivers will be 
half what it was in 2010.
This coincides with the time in which 
baby boomers will be in the high risk 
years of life5

Female, 
49 years old

Spends almost 
20 hours/week 
providing unpaid 
care to mother

Works outside 
the home

Has been a 
caregiver for 
nearly 5 years7

who go on long-term care 
claims do not recover. 

Only10% of the market will have a 
non-permanent condition.2

The number of Americans 
who need long-term care 

Nearly two thirds
 of family

 caregivers are 
female (65%)6

9 in10 people 

will more than 
double3 by 2050

7 in10 people

The “average” caregiver:

65%

2010 2050vs.

live in private homes 
where about 80% of the care is 
provided by family and friends.4

YEARS

HOURS

For this brochure to be complete for California residents, they must be provided the "California Resident Supplemental Information" flyer on the Accelerated Access Solution (AGLC110145)

AGLC109775 REV0816 Page 1 of 2
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What if you live a lot LONGER in retirement  
than originally planned?

What if you get SICK?Can you handle 
life’s UNEXPECTED 
financial expenses?

 

 

90+ 95+

Will you have enough MONEY for retirement? 

American General Life, a member company of AIG, can help you Retire STRONGER.
QualityofLifeInsurance.com

POLICIES ISSUED BY: AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY (AGL). ISSUING 
COMPANY AGL IS RESPONSIBLE FOR FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS OF INSURANCE PRODUCTS 
AND IS A MEMBER OF AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC. (AIG). AGL DOES NOT SOLICIT 
BUSINESS IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK. PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE IN ALL STATES AND 
PRODUCT FEATURES MAY VARY BY STATE. GUARANTEES ARE BACKED BY THE CLAIMSPAYING 
ABILITY OF THE ISSUING INSURANCE COMPANY. ©2016 AIG. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
AGLC109990 (0716)

73% of 
respondents to a recent survey 
say serious health problems are their 
major worry about living to 100

THE 2Q11 SUNAMERICA RETIREMENT RESETSM STUDY 
CONDUCTED BY HARRIS INTERACTIVE SURVEYED A 
NATIONAL SAMPLE OF ADULTS AGE 55+. 2011.

1 out of every four
65 year olds will live past the 
age of 90.

1 out of every ten
65 year olds will live past the 
age of 95.

About 91% 
of older adults 
have at least one chronic condition, 
and 73% have at least two.

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON AGING
WWW.NCOA.ORG/IMPROVEHEALTH/CEN
TERFORHEALTHYAGING/CHRONICDISEASE. SEPTEMBER 2014

Most Americans may 
be spending 20+ 
years in retirement

41% retired 
earlier than 
planned due to 
a personal 
health problem

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION DATA. 
NOVEMBER 2014

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION DATA. NOVEMBER 2014

THE 2Q11 SUNAMERICA RETIREMENT RESETSM STUDY 
CONDUCTED BY HARRIS INTERACTIVE SURVEYED A 
NATIONAL SAMPLE OF ADULTS AGE 55+. 2011.

61% of 
Americans 
surveyed
said they are 
more scared of 
outliving their retirement 
than they are of death.

THE 2Q11 SUNAMERICA RETIREMENT RESETSM STUDY 
CONDUCTED BY HARRIS INTERACTIVE SURVEYED A NATIONAL 
SAMPLE OF ADULTS AGE 55+. 2011.

70% of respondents
believe their adult children will 
need financial assistance.

THE 2Q11 SUNAMERICA RETIREMENT RESETSM STUDY 
CONDUCTED BY HARRIS INTERACTIVE SURVEYED A NATIONAL 
SAMPLE OF ADULTS AGE 55+. 2011.

50% of households 
are at risk –
their  standard of living may decline 
in retirement.

CRR.BC.EDU/BRIEFS/WILL-THE-REBOUND-IN-EQUI-
TIES-AND-HOUSING-SAVE-RETIREMENT. DECEMBER 2013

BACK 4

FOR YOUR CLIENTS FOR YOU SALES TOOLS BUILT FOR SPEED

QoL Max Accumulator+ Playbook

http://www-196.aig.com/qollifetothemax/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSwTyUaspA4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9B2N912akTA
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109669_Tax_Diversification.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109775_0416_QoLLTIllness_Infographics_8.5x11_FINAL_nofill.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/AGLC109775_0416_QoLLTIllness_Infographics_8.5x11_FINAL_nofill.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/Retirement_Infogra_PRINT.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/Products/QoLAEMfiles/Retirement_Infogra_PRINT.pdf
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Everything you need to know

NEW  Built for Speed! Non-medical underwriting

Now, with the new Non-Medical Underwriting, this powerful insurance product 
just got faster to obtain for your clients with faster turnaround time for you! 

Male, Age 35, $100K DB increase to level at age 65, Premium $150/month for 30 years, Max illustration rate, 
Solve for income at age 66-85, CV $10,000@A121 

PRODUCT UW Class
CV  

Age 65 Target Income
% from 

AIG

QoL Max 
Accumulator+ MLSB

Non-
Med SNT $131,685 $1,123 $12,670 

National Life  
FlexLife II Full PPNT $139,337 $1,021 $12,152 -4%

Transamerica  
Financial Foundation IUL Full PPNT $130,014 $854 $11,383 -10%

National Life  
FlexLife II Full SNT $131,701 $1,021 $11,090 -12%

ANICO 
Signature IUL

Non-
Med SNT $127,407 $1,032 $10,861 -14%

Transamerica  
Financial Foundation IUL Full SNT $125,000 $854 $10,689 -16%

National Life  
FlexLife II

Non-
Med

Express 
SNT 1 $114,505 $1,174 $9,426 -26%

Voya  
IUL-Accumulator

Non-
Med PNT $100,229 $882 $7,723 -39%

National Life  
FlexLife II

Non-
Med

Express 
SNT 2 $97,234 $1,327 $7,639 -40%

Voya  
IUL-Accumulator

Non-
Med SNT $94,816 $932 $6,706 -47%

Income as of 02/28/2017.

To learn more, see your Life Insurance representative and visit our website:  
www.QualityofLifeinsurance.com

Income data generated on 2/28/2017. Every attempt has been made to verify the accuracy of this information, but rates are subject to change at any time. These carriers are 
peer group competitors of American General Life Insurance Company. QoL Max Accumulator + With Blended Index Participation Account (7.40%), National Life NL FlexLife 
II (7.14%),Policy Form #ICC16 20413(0616), Transamerica Financial Foundation (7.75%), Policy Form#ICC08-130  and American National Signature IUL (7.12%),Policy 
Form#IUL14, Voya IUL-Accumulator (6.28%), Policy Form#1191-07/15. Guarantees are backed by the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company. Issuing 
companies AGL and US Life are responsible for financial obligations of insurance products and is a member of American International Group, Inc. (AIG). AIG is the marketing 
name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations. For additional information, please visit our website at www.aig.com. All 
products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of AIG. Products may not be available in all states and product features may vary by state. Products or 
services may not be available in all countries, and coverage is subject to actual policy language.

This information is general in nature, may be subject to change, and does not constitute legal, tax or accounting advice from any company, its employees, financial professionals 
or other representatives. Applicable laws and regulations are complex and subject to change. For advice concerning your individual circumstances, consult a professional 
attorney, tax advisor or accountant.

QoL Max Accumulator+ with simple non-medical underwriting

QoL Max Accumulator+ could be 
ideal for your clients who want the 
potential of strong cash value 
growth and a meaningful  
income stream from their policy, 
without the direct exposure to the 
volatile markets.

QoL Max Accumulator+ could  
also offer meaningful Death 
Benefit to protect their loved ones, 
and living benefit for qualifying 
terminal, chronic, critical illness;

Non-medical underwriting
• Ages 0-59 

• Face Amounts $50,000-
$249,999.99 

• No lab tests, physical exam or APS 
required for proposed insured

• Option for Agent or Vendor  
completed Part B

• Accept/reject underwriting1

• Four rate classes available:
• Standard Non-Tobacco,  

Standard Tobacco,  
Substandard Non-Tobacco,  
and Substandard Tobacco 

1  Standard non-tobacco, Standard tobacco, 
Substandard non-tobacco and Substandard 
tobacco rate classes available. No flat extra 
ratings available for this non-medical underwriting 
program. Our underwriting team renders a 
decision based on the submitted applications, 
declarations of Part A and B, supplementary 
forms, and result of various database searches.

FASTER processing time for a 
powerful life insurance solution

AGLC110664   FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION

Non-medical underwriting on  
QoL Max Accumulator+ 

Policies issued by American General Life Insurance Company (AGL) 
member American International Group, Inc. (AIG)

AGLC110667  1 of 8   108783

Get your cases approved.  
And your commissions paid.  

FASTER! Now, with the new Non-Medical Underwriting, this powerful insurance product 
just got faster to obtain for your clients with faster turnaround time for you! 

QoL Max Accumulator+ IUL
Male, Age 35, Minimum Non-MEC Death Benefit increase 30 years to level, Premium $200/month for 30 years, 
Solve for Max Income from age 66-85, Standard loan, Max illustration rate, Cash Value 10,000@121

PRODUCT UW Class
CV  

Age 65 Target Income
% from 

AIG

QoL Max 
Accumulator+

Non-
Med SNT $199,946 $795 $19,193 

National Life  
FlexLife II Full PPNT $205,156 $810 $18,239 -5%

National Life  
FlexLife II Full SNT $199,107 $810 $17,368 -10%

National Life  
FlexLife II

Non-
Med

Express 
SNT 1 $188,607 $865 $16,466 -14%

ANICO  
Signature IUL

Non-
Med SNT $180,580 $852 $16,186 -16%

National Life  
FlexLife II

Non-
Med

Express 
SNT 2 $179,457 $913 $15,679 -18%

Transamerica Financial 
Foundation IUL

Non-
Med SNT $177,360 $657 $15,584 -19%

Voya  
IUL-Accumulator

Non-
Med PNT $152,478 $626 $12,719 -34%

Voya  
IUL-Accumulator

Non-
Med SNT $147,685 $662 $12,213 -36%

Income as of 02/28/2017.

To learn more, see your Life Insurance representative and visit our website:  
www.QualityofLifeinsurance.com

Income data generated on 2/28/2017. Every attempt has been made to verify the accuracy of this information, but rates are subject to change at any time. These carriers are 
peer group competitors of American General Life Insurance Company. QoL Max Accumulator+ with Blended Index Participation Account (7.40%), National Life NL FlexLife II 
(7.14%), Policy Form #ICC16 20413(0616), Transamerica Financial Foundation (7.75%), Policy Form #ICC08-130 and American National Signature IUL (7.12%), Policy Form 
#IUL14, Voya IUL-Accumulator (6.28%), Policy Form# 1191-07/15. Issuing companies AGL and US Life are responsible for financial obligations of insurance products and is a 
member of American International Group, Inc. (AIG). Products may not be available in all states and product features may vary by state. Guarantees are backed by the claims-
paying ability of the issuing insurance company. AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of AIG. 
For additional information, please visit our website at www.aig.com. All products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of AIG. Products or services 
may not be available in all countries, and coverage is subject to actual policy language.

This information is general in nature, may be subject to change, and does not constitute legal, tax or accounting advice from any company, its employees, financial professionals 
or other representatives. Applicable laws and regulations are complex and subject to change. For advice concerning your individual circumstances, consult a professional 
attorney, tax advisor or accountant.

FASTER processing time for a 
powerful life insurance solution

QoL Max Accumulator+ with simple non-medical underwriting

QoL Max Accumulator+ could 
be ideal for clients who want the 
potential of strong cash value 
growth and a meaningful income 
stream from their policy, without the  
direct exposure to the volatile markets. 

QoL Max Accumulator+ could also 
offer meaningful Death Benefit 
to protect their loved ones, and 
living benefit for qualifying terminal, 
chronic, critical illness. 

Non-medical underwriting
• Ages 0-59 

• Face Amounts $50,000-
$249,999.99 

• No lab tests, physical exam or APS 
required for proposed insured

• Option for Agent or Vendor  
completed Part B

• Accept/reject underwriting1

• Four rate classes available:
• Standard Non-Tobacco,  

Standard Tobacco,  
Substandard Non-Tobacco,  
and Substandard Tobacco 

1  Standard non-tobacco, Standard tobacco, 
Substandard non-tobacco and Substandard 
tobacco rate classes available. No flat extra 
ratings available for this non-medical underwriting 
program. Our underwriting team renders a 
decision based on the submitted applications, 
declarations of Part A and B, supplementary 
forms, and result of various database searches.

AGLC110672   FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION

QoL Max Accumulator+

Index Universal Life insurance, includes 
features and innovative riders to help 
your clients maximize and access cash 
value, possibly tax-free. It also comes 
with no-cost living benefits riders that 
can help your clients cover expenses for 
chronic, critical and terminal illnesses. 

Refer to QoL Max Accumulator+ Non-medical Underwriting Guidelines (AGLC110667) 
If you have questions, call: 1-800-255-2702 Option 1

AGLC110684  FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION. PAGE 1 OF 2

1  Limited time offer through June 30, 2017. 5 full business days 
are required, beginning once fully completed Application Part 
A and Part B are received in the home office in good order. 
Agents not already licensed AND appointed or incomplete 
Application information will delay the process and disqualify 
the case from this guarantee. The timeline begins the day 
after the case is submitted (e.g. If a qualifying application is 

received on Monday, an issue/conditional issue  decision 
would be available the following Monday).

2  Service Commitment: Applications meeting stated guidelines 
are guaranteed a 5 business day turnaround to issue/
conditional issue/decline OR we will pay the writing 
agent $100 with weekly commission cycle payment. Some 
scenarios qualify for non-medical underwriting but will require 

additional review (no 5-day guarantee). Chargeback rules 
will apply if a conditionally issued case is not placed inforce 
or an issued case is cancelled during the free look period.

3  If a dependent spouse, both spouses must apply.
4 Foreign travel to most countries for 57 days or more annually 

(where foreign travel UW allowed by state law).

Your case is not eligible for the fast track service commitment if any of 
these apply. These scenarios may fit non-medical underwriting but are not eligible 
for fast track service commitment:

• Foreign Nationals
• Military Occupations
• Business or charitable coverage 
• Foreign travel4

• Non-familial owners or complex 
beneficiaries

• Declined or rated on other  
life application

• Evidence of undisclosed  
medical history

• Replacement policies

Note: This list is not exhaustive. Individual case consideration may be necessary. 

Additionally, any automatic decline or highly rated risk is not eligible for non-medical underwriting consideration or this fast track service commitment. 
Please refer to the QoL Max Accumulator+ Non-medical Underwriting Guidelines for further detail.

Our new non-medical underwriting on  
QoL Max Accumulator+ 

If your case is eligible, we’ll get it out the 
door in 5 business days…Guaranteed.1

BUILT FOR SPEED! 

If your case looks like this, it may be eligible for the  
fast track service commitment:

• Ages 0-59

• Face amounts $50,000-$249,999.99*

• Submitted in good order through iGo with fully 
completed Part B

• Not excessively obese

• Currently actively at work or a dependent spouse3

*  Face amount is based on the total amount of coverage issued and placed  
in-force by AGL within the past 12 months.

For the next three months,  
if we don’t meet our commitment,  

we will pay the writing agent $100.2  

BACK 5

FOR YOUR CLIENTS FOR YOU SALES TOOLS BUILT FOR SPEED

QoL Max Accumulator+ Playbook

Non-Medical Underwriting 
Guidelines

Non-Medical Underwriting  
Service Commitment Flyer

Non-Medical Underwriting 
Competitive Flyer

Non-Medical Underwriting 
Competitive Flyer (LIRP)

Policies issued by: American General Life Insurance Company (AGL). Issuing company AGL is responsible for financial obligations of insurance products and is a member of 
American International Group, Inc. (AIG). AGL does not solicit business in the state of New York. Products may not be available in all states and product features may vary by 
state. Guarantees are backed by the claims-paying ability of American General Life Insurance Company.

AGLC110685  © 2017 AIG. All rights reserved. 

https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/CommonFiles/NonMedicalGuidelines/Nonmedical_guidelines.docx
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/CommonFiles/NonMedicalGuidelines/Nonmed_Gurarantee_Flyer.docx
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/AGLC110664_QoLMaxNonMed_Specified_DB_compare_final.pdf
https://estationsecure.americangeneral.com/SharedFilePile/AGLA/AGLC110672_QoLMaxLIRPNonMedcompare_final.pdf
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